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Course feedback 

by Wan Amirah Nabilah - Tuesday, 12 March 2019, 2:17 PM 

 In first 7-week, I learned about introduction to basic pharmacology, pharmacokinetics and 

pharmacodynamics. Although the topics were quite hard and complicated to understand, but prof. 

make it easier to me to understand.  

Lecture notes & teaching materials that prof. prepared were the best. The lecture notes were neatly 

arranged. The lecture notes also simple, easy to understand and pack with knowledge and ideas about 

the subject. Teaching material that prof. prepared for us make us understand better. 

For teaching style (clarity, delivery, class management etc.), I really enjoyed basic pharmacology class 

with prof. Prof's teaching style was interesting, and not make us boring. Prof's stories about life, 

teaching us to be a good persons make the lecture time more cheerful. Prof's also punctual during 

lecture and followed the class scheduled as been stated. I'm so happy and enjoyed learn basic 

pharmacology with Prof. Thank you prof. 

 course feedback 

by Ainaa Najihah Abd Razak - Monday, 11 March 2019, 9:40 PM 

  

For the past 7 weeks of lecture of this course,   I'm really enjoy learning basic pharmacology. I 
gained knowledge that I've never knew before. I found out that this lecture is kind a fun to learn. I just 
know a little bit about drugs before. Now, that I got an oppurtinity to take this course, I got many 
informations that useful regarding drugs.   

The lecture notes prepared also helpful for me to understand more regarding this course. The 
lecture notes are not too lenghty and easy to understand. There are figures and points that make me 
more understand this course. The arrangement of topic also neat and well organised. Other than 
that, the lecturer did use the projector and pc as teaching materials in class. The lecturer explained 
so well with aid of teaching materials. 

Last but not least, Prof Lua is the best lecturer I've met so far. The way she teach us is very 
interesting , make me not sleepy in the class. Her explanations were perfect. The classes are very 
organized as followed the schedule. I also can learn about the others which is attitude and discipline. 
Thank you so much Prof. 

Course Feedback 

by NURULAIN SYAZWANI NOR AZIMI - Monday, 11 March 2019, 5:18 PM 

  

1) I find it fun to learn, although i was sorry to the lecturer for not attending the first lecture. 

2) Lecture notes are simple, easy to understand, and not too many complicated words 

3) Lecturer has good explanation skills, on time and can manage to cover everything in lecture notes 
in a short time 
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course feedback 

by NOR IZZATI ISMAIL - Sunday, 10 March 2019, 11:20 PM 

 During learning this subject for this 7 weeks, i have learnt about how the body absorbs, 

distributes, metabolises and excrete drugs. It is an interesting subject to be learnt. The lecture 

notes provided by Prof is easy for us to understand as the simple sentences is used with the 

keypoints and examples are highlighted. the lecture presented by Prof is very clear and easy to 

understand. The class session started on time and no class amendment. 

 046956@putra.unisza.edu.my 

by Nur Khairina Noor Kamal - Sunday, 10 March 2019, 9:10 PM 

 throughout this 7 week learning this course, i find this subject really interesting because i can relate 

how drug can give effect to our body and the importance of taking drug to maintain any health 

problems. for the lecture notes and teaching material, so far its good since Prof give us notes that 

easy to understand and highlighted those important key words. for teaching style, i really like how 

Prof delivered her teaching in a way that can make her student easily understand about the topics. 

as far Prof teaching us there is no class amendment which is good. 

 047908 course feedback 

by Syed Hafizi - Sunday, 10 March 2019, 8:57 PM 

 The 7 weeks of the lecture was very informative and loaded with lots of beneficial knowledges. 

The lecture notes and teaching materials was very simple yet it was packed with useful information 
and keywords that was already highlighted in the notes.It make the notes easier to understand 

The teaching style is very clear and easy to understand. 

047217@putra.unisza.edu.my 

by Amierul Fahmie - Sunday, 10 March 2019, 6:40 PM 

 throughout the 7 week, the topic of this course is well explained by he lecturer. we are able to know 

about what is meant by pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic briefly. As for the teaching 

materials,it is very well organized and concise making it more convenient for us to read and 

memorize. the way of explanation done by the lecturer  was very great and helpful for us. 

Course fedback 

by NUR NAJIHAH MOHD AFFANDI - Sunday, 10 March 2019, 4:13 PM 

  

1) throughout the 7 weeks, i can managed to understand most of the topics in this course.  

 2) The lecture notes are simple, but we can get the maij points of the topics well. The pictures, 
tables, fow chart inserted give me more understand the lectures delivered.  

 3) on my personal view, prof managed to deliver the lectures in the simplest and easy to understand 
for the students.  
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Course feedback 

by Maizaful Farhana Mustaming - Sunday, 10 March 2019, 4:06 PM 

 1. This course is so interesting, i get to understand and  learn many new things about drugs 

especially, how it works in our body and its effect. All the topics was delivered clearly and i 

understood about this overall subject. 

 2. The lecture notes was compact, simple  and yet also very precise. It is easy for me to understand 
the topics when reading the notes. All the main points and important things was there, although we 
have to do some research for further understanding  

 3. The teaching style was very easy to follow. The delivery also was clear. 

Feedback 

by MUS AZZA SUHANA KHAIRUDIN - Sunday, 10 March 2019, 2:08 PM 

 1. That 7 weeks of lectures was very informative. I was fascinated of how our lecturer explained the 

slides well. She taught us well, everything was clear and fun. She always shared plenty of tips of 

how to remember the keywords, correct techniques of answering the question paper and many 

more.  

2. The teaching material was easy for our level to understand and memorize. The lectures are full of 
information, examples, graphic amd sometimes humours too. 

 3. The best lecturer so far, thats for sure. The clarity of the teaching process, the delivery of the 
infos was magnificient. She managed the class very well and always shares something more than 
just the slides. Really looking forward to learn from you again, prof! 

feedback 

by KAA YOKE NEO - Sunday, 10 March 2019, 11:16 AM 

 1) Able to understand about basic pharmacology which is related to type of drugs and process of 

pharmacokinatics and pharmacodynamics. 

2) Lecture notes are simple but with all important information and understandable.  

3) Teaching style are clear and not too bored as some other interest topics are included during 
lecture 

course feedback 

by Nadiah Syuhada - Saturday, 9 March 2019, 11:13 PM 

 Along this 7 week of learning Basic Pharmacology, I'm now understand on how and what the drug 

did to our body and how our body react to them. By learning this subject, I can gain lots of 

knowledge about drugs. The lecture notes is totally enough for me because only by reading and 

understanding it, you can answer question given. I really like Prof. Lua teaching style because she 

explain to us using simple word and sentence that can make us understand it better. She also use a 

lot of example to make us more understand. I'am never feel boring during her classes. Her jokes 

makes me laugh really hard.  
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Course Feedback 

by NURUL NADIAH BINTI AHMAD TAJUDDIN - Saturday, 9 March 2019, 10:21 PM 

 1) Along 7 weeks lecture, i think i able to understand what is basic pharmacology. Basic 

pharmacology was an interesting subject to learn because it related to our life. From introduction 

until the last lecture whic us  pharmacodynamic 2 was interesting topic to learn.  

2) All the lecture notes given was really helpful for me to understand about basic pharmacology.    

3) I like the way the lecture were given in the class. The explaination along the lecture were clear 
and understandable. The way Prof deliver the lecture was interesting and make me want to know 
more about pharmacology.  

FEEDBACK 

by SITI NURFAKHIRAH BINTI ABDULLAH - Saturday, 9 March 2019, 8:05 PM 

 1- for all 7 weeks of basic pharmacology i clearly understand what had been teaching by Prof.Lua. 

all the lectures from introduction till pharmacodynamics was delivered nicely 

2- lecture notes was very simple yet compact..all important point was included in the lecture notes 
and i like studying using Prof.Lua's lecture notes because i can easily understand. 

3- i personally like the teaching style so much..Prof.Lua also taught us how to be a disciplined and 
good student. 

ourse feedback 

by NUR AZRINA ZULKIFLY - Saturday, 9 March 2019, 1:15 PM 

 For the past 7 weeks of having lecture with Prof. Lua, I found that I've gained more knowledge on 

basic theory of pharmacology. This subject is definitely new to me but I really enjoyed studying the 

subject. As for the lecture notes, it is really easy to understand because the sentences used is 

straight forward and simple. It helped me to remember the keywords to be used in test or exam. 

Additional teaching materials such as videos attached in the kelip also helped me to enhance my 

understanding as I preferred to learn through diagram rather than words. Lastly, I really like Prof. 

Lua's teaching style. The way she delivered the lecture really suits me. The examples given are also 

easy to relate and remember, thus, make me understand more. I found that the short motivational 

sessions in between the lecture is very interesting and make the lecture less boring. Thank you Prof 

for teaching us.  

course feedback 

by NUR SYAHEILA AFNI BINTI SAFRI SYAHEILA - Saturday, 9 March 2019, 1:50 AM 

 1) for the past 7-week, i have learned introduction to drugs, pharmacokinetics and 

pharmacodynamics. throughout this lectures, i get to learn new knowledge about drugs, how does it 

work in the body and how body reacts to them.  

2) the lecture notes are so well-arranged and easy to understand. additional information in class 
from prof also help me to understand better about the topics.  

3) explainations from prof are definitely helping me to understand better and easier.  
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feedback 

by NUR ADLINA BASYIRAH ABDUL BASIR - Saturday, 9 March 2019, 1:23 AM 

 For the first week of this lecture, I get many information about basic pharmacology and it is so 

interesting to know about some of the drugs. This subject gives let me to know how the drugs work 

in the body.  

the lecture notes and teaching materials was nicely organized and easy to understand.  

the teaching style is so suitable for me because the information was delivered clearly to me. 
sometimes with some motivation in the class, it helps the class become interesting and not sleepy. 
prof also always remind us to become more discipline in every single thing we do. 

Course Feedbacks 

by SHOLEHA ABDUL SAMAD - Saturday, 9 March 2019, 12:22 AM 

 Throughout the 7 weeks of lecture, I really enjoyed the class. The course matter was interesting and 

the lecture was very good. At first, I thought that the lecturer was pretty strict, but later I felt that it 

was actually a good intention. The lecture notes are not too complicated and quite easy to 

understand, plus the lecturer also explain things in a clear way. Moreover, the lecturer also provided 

us with some additional informations in form of video which give us more dept of understanding 

towards the topic. I also like the test discussion session because it allows me to learn from the 

mistakes that I made and knows the correct ways to answers it. I found that the session was very 

helpful. Another positive is that the lecturer was able to make dry material interesting because she 

knows several tricks to help us remember information more easily. Overall, I am very satisfied with 

the course session with Prof.Lua. Thank you Prof. 

feedback 

by SITI NURHIDAYAH MOHD SHOKRI - Friday, 8 March 2019, 10:44 AM 

 For the past 7 week lectures by Pof Lua, the most topic that I like is introduction to the drugs.I have learn 

the types of drug  also how this drug react on our body and how body react on that drug.  the lecture 

notes presented are very simple and very easy to understand. there are many picture included in every 

single of the lecture that make me more understand what going to explain about the topic.  I love your 

teaching style. The explanation about the lecture are done very well, very clear and very simple way for 

me to understand. the examples given by Prof Lua in every single of topic is very easy to understand. The 

class management are proper enough. Prof Lua always be punctual in class and also the most disciplined 

lecturer. I enjoyed your lecture during the past 7 week . 

course feedback 

by nor azyan farahana binti noor mohamad azyan - Friday, 8 March 2019, 10:10 AM 

 For the past 7 weeks learning this course with Prof Lua, I gain many knowledge either regarding 

drugs or just basic knowledge. At first I was very afraid because some of my friend say Prof Lua very 

strict person, but after getting to attend the first class with Prof Lua, I admit Prof Lua is very nice and 

teach us very well . Prof  story that related in our life and tell how to be a good person that make us 

enjoyable and not sleepy in Prof Lua class . From Prof story it make me always  been motivated and 

disciplined when attend the Prof Lua class .  The lecture notes and teaching materials also simple 

and make me easy to understand. Although it simple but the lecture notes were full of points that 

easy for students to write in exam. 
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Prof Lua's teaching style is very amazing and not all the lecturer like that I think she is the first 
lecturer like that . for the 7 week attend Prof Lua class, she managed to make the lesson more fun 
and able to make me focus during her lesson. She also the first lecturer that discussed about test 
question after being marked. She also the first lecturer who give us to see our paper after marked by 
her. Her style marking paper also I like because I m not a photocpy person I cannot remember 
everything I just undersatnd that and write in my word.Her teaching style is really helpful because I 
can learn how to write essay correctly and learned from my mistakes. Thank you Prof Lua . I hope 
you can teach us again . I want you teach us. 

Course feedback 

by Nur Sabrina Razaly - Friday, 8 March 2019, 9:11 AM 

  

For the past 7 weeks of lecture of this course, I found out that this lecture is kind a fun to learn. I just 

know a little bit about drugs before. Now, that I got an oppurtinity to take this course, I got many 

informations that useful regarding drugs.   

The lecture notes prepared also helpful for me to understand more regarding this course. The 
lecture notes are not too lenghty and easy to understand. There are figures and points to aid us 
understand this course. The arrangement of topic also neat and well organised. Other than that, the 
lecturer did use the projector and pc as teaching materials in class. The lecturer explained so well 
with aid of teaching materials. 

Last but not least, the teaching style. Prof. Lua thought us so well for the past 7 weeks. She 
managed to explained so well to us about pharmacology. As a student, I understand so well when 
the lecturer teach in the class. The class management also well managed. The lecturer never late to 
class and if she has something to do, she will inform us first. Overall, I enjoy the first 7 lecture with 
prof Lua.  

 

course feedback 

by AMNI AMALIN SAM'UN - Friday, 8 March 2019, 8:29 AM 

 For this course, basic pharmacology of course it would be a new thing and I'm not being so excited 

on it but on the first class seeing Prof. I think it is not bad to learn pharmacology and it is so fun and 

excited to learn more about drugs. For the first topic, introduction was just nice to know about the 

drugs and the field of pharmacology. I like the notes because it is simple and easy to understand. 

Futhermore, I like the style of Prof. teach us which Prof have so many idea and story which is not 

only about the course but others that related in our life which are the basic things that we actually 

need it in life. In easy way to understand, I can said that I have been motivated and disciplined and 

for me it is really good. Prof also good in explanation especially for the topic pharmacokinetics and 

pharmacodynamics. With the examples given and explain in easier way made me better in 

understanding. The voice also clear. Overall, it is awesome to learn pharmacology with Prof. 
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course feedback 

by NURSYAIDA IWANI AHMAD RASHIDI - Thursday, 7 March 2019, 10:30 PM 

             For the past 7 weeks learning this course with Prof Lua, I managed to gain many knowledge 

either regarding drugs or just general knowledge. At first I was very nervous, but after getting to 

know the way Prof Lua teach her students, I admit it is very enjoyable.  

           The lecture notes and teaching materials also easy for me to understand. Although it seems 
simple but the lecture notes were full of points that easy for students to write in exam. 

            Prof Lua's teaching style is very admirable. For the past 7 weeks, she managed to make the 
lesson more fun and able to make me focus during her lesson. She also discussed about test 
question after being marked. I find this teaching style is really helpful because I can learn how to 
write essay correctly and learned from my mistakes. Overall, thanks Prof Lua 

course feedback 

by Raja Anis Nasuha - Thursday, 7 March 2019, 8:00 PM 

 in my view according to this course very interesting and i learn new thing about the drug. also, the 

lecture notes and teaching materials quite simple yet easy to understand. the way of teaching style 

different from another that make me feel fresh and keep focus in class.  

Course Feedback 

by NURUL AIMI HAFIZAH SHAMSUDDIN - Thursday, 7 March 2019, 12:23 AM 

 1) Everything run smooth during the first 7-week and I can understand about the course very well. 

2) Lecture notes are quite simple and easy to understand. The notes given really help us in self-
studying and do a revision to perform better in the test and exam. 

3) Teaching style is fun and can be said as 'not really heavy' for us to to accept it in learning new 
things like pharmacology. Prof has delivered the information in a simple way that help us to 
understand clearly about every topics. Prof has also taught us to highlight the keyword in 
understanding important points in the notes and this really help us to remember the notes better. 

Course Feedback 

by Nur Aisyah Adaman - Wednesday, 6 March 2019, 9:42 PM 

 1)In 7 weeks, I learn about introduction of pharmacology to pharmacodynamics in this subject  . At 

the first,I thought it will be difficult  as we need to learn about medicine and related to it  but it not 

difficult  as I thought  in early. 

 2)The lecture  notes is simple ,easy to understand  and complete .The lecture notes have more 

example in the diagram which making us more to understand about that topic . The lecture notes are 

uploaded in on time which making easy for students  to get it.  

 3)The lecturer is punctual with time. The lecturer  is delivery very well with simple explanation . 
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Feedback 

by IZZATUL SAFIAH - Wednesday, 6 March 2019, 9:15 PM 

 Dear Prof Lua, you are amazing. I love every second in your class. If i could met you earlier i guess 

maybe now i would take pharmacy, joking. All these weeks with you, i never ever sleep in class as your 

voice is clear, your intonation was perfect, your ceramah also waken inside me. I enjoyed reading your 

notes, its short and meaningful. We need more notes like this  and thanks for making the notes catchy so 

its easy for us to read, memorize and even the picture helps too. thanks for teaching me to be punctual to 

class, im starting to enjoy walking early to class now. Your teaching style was superb, you will simplify 

your own notes after reading them all, and story them in your best way. i understand more in your 'pasar' 

language rather than notes words. Thanks also for giving back the test paper so i learnt more by knowing 

my mistake. Pray for me ill get A even i dont score higher in my test 1. Thanks Prof. We love you. 

Course feedback 

by Siti Hajar Padzil - Wednesday, 6 March 2019, 2:49 PM 

 Within the 7-weeks classes,  i have learn the basic of pharmacology on drugs,  dose and others. 

The lecture notes are easy to understand and have clearly explaination. The video included help to 

understand the lecture better.   The subject are well explained by Prof.  Lua. She always punctual 

and very disciplined with the schedule.  

Course Feedback 

by NURUL FARAHAZIQAH BINTI MOHD ZAIDI FarahZaidi - Wednesday, 6 March 2019, 10:06 AM 

 1) its good subject to learn the basic about drug activity 

2) simple, direct and easy to understand 

3) clear explanation of each lecturer 

 ourse Feedback 

by Fatimah Hanida binti Awang - Wednesday, 6 March 2019, 8:50 AM 

 Within these 7 weeks lecture, I'm really enjoy learning basic pharmacology. I gained knowledge that 

I've never knew before. The lecture notes are very nice, clearly explained and easy to understand. 

Prof Lua is the best lecturer I've met so far. The way she teach us is very interesting , make me not 

sleepy in the class. Her explanations were perfect. The classes are very organized as followed the 

schedule. I also can learn about the others which is attitude and discipline. Thank you so much Prof!

 

Feedback course 

by NUR ADIANA UDIN - Wednesday, 6 March 2019, 8:49 AM 

 For me, throughout this 7 week learning this course, i find that this course is interesting and fun to 

be learn as it is something new for me to learn basic things about drug or medicine. With the 

schedule given earlier during first week, i managed to know what to learn before the class start. For 

the lecture notes and teaching materials, i am very satisfy as it is very helpful and make me more 

understand about the topics. Besides, some video also being provided to make us more understand 

about the topic. For teaching style, delivery was very good with additional example that can be 

understand easily . To be conclude, I enjoy learning this basic pharmacology for this 7 week. 
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course feedback 

by Nursyahira Sahbudin - Wednesday, 6 March 2019, 7:19 AM 

 During the past 7 weeks with Prof. Lua for basic pharmacology, I got to learn from introduction to 

basic pharmacology until pharmacodynamics part 2. The topics are easily to understand and 

explained in an enjoyable way. The lecture notes and teaching materials are complete. The lecture 

notes are easier to understand as well and it is short and precise. Prof. also included video on e-

kelip that explains about the topics learned as a whole. The delivery in class is very clear, very 

straightforward and Prof. could grab the whole class' attention for two hours of class. The class 

management is completed according to schedule in a well-disciplined manner.  

 

course feedback 

by nurul izni abdul manap - Tuesday, 5 March 2019, 10:48 PM 

 For the last 7 weeks, I learned a lot in the pharmacology class. I think I am in a school  not 

university where the teaching method is very student-friendly and is very easy to understand. Before 

entering the pharmacology class, I think this subject is difficult, but when I enter prof Lua class, it 

makes me understand pharmaco easier. For lecture note, it is very helpful because it is easy to 

understand and it is also easy to make a revision. The thing I love the most is a discussion after the 

test because this is very helpful for students to know which keyword to the question 

 

Course feedback 

by Farha Nasirah Kamarudin - Tuesday, 5 March 2019, 10:35 PM 

 I enjoyed and have a really great time studying basic pharmacology during these 7 past weeks with 

Prof Lua. The lecture notes and teaching material are all easy to be understood and also simple yet 

precise. I like the way Prof Lua deliver the lecture. The lecture is always clear and understandable 

with relevant examples. In addition, Prof Lua has always been punctual to the class and also gives 

us meaningful advice about life and responsibilities. Thank you for teaching us and hope to see you 

again   

 

Course feedback 

by Shezrin Emiera - Tuesday, 5 March 2019, 10:28 PM 

 For the past 7 weeks of having lectures with Prof. Lua, I am having a real great time in learning 

basic pharmacology. The subject is very interesting as it is really new for me and it able to enhance 

my understanding towards pharmacology. Next, the lecture notes are precise, straight-forward  and 

easy to understand. The additional teaching materials are always available and reachable such as 

videos and many more. Lastly, for teaching style, the lecture given by Prof. Lua is very clear and 

simple. The examples given during lecture are also relevant and can be understood easily. Also, 

Prof.Lua is very punctual when it comes to starting the class and this also direct me to be more 

punctual too. Thank you Prof for your time and effort! 
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FEEDBACK 

by Nurul Syahirah binti Rusli - Tuesday, 5 March 2019, 10:05 PM 

 1) 7-week part of this course has taught me a lot about the drug. I got a lot of information and new 

knowledge about the drug. it also increases my interest in pharmacology. 

2) the lecture note is very simple and easy to understand. it also used very simple English so that 
the students can understand the notes. 

3) the lecturer has taught me really well and make me understand more about this subject. the 
lecturer always punctual and on time when it comes to starting the class. 

 

Feedback of course 

by HANISAH ADZFAR BINTI MOHAMMAD DILMI - Tuesday, 5 March 2019, 3:03 PM 

 1) All 7 weeks of studying this course have increase my interest on pharmacology. It help me to 

know and understand about drug and its effect on our body. Interestingly, pharmacology is hard yet 

fun to learning. 

2) The lecture notes are simple but detailed and easy to understand. It also include the figures and 
pictures that help the students to understand the contents. At earlier slide, the lecturer have highlight 
the main point so the students can pay more attention to them. 

3) The teaching style is easy to understand as the lecturer always give the nice examples and 
explanation. The lecturer also used both English and Malay, making the lecture more understanding. 
The lecturer is very punctual.  

 

Course Feedback 

by Mumtazah Mohd Nasir - Tuesday, 5 March 2019, 3:03 PM 

 1) Through this 7 weeks of lecture, it give men an overview of pharmacology which I have taught on 

pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamic. Thus it help me to understand on how drug does to our 

body and how body does to the drug consume. 

2) The lecture note used for the lecture are colourful and been highlighted the keyword so I can 
memorized and understand easily. Moreover, the lecture inserted with some diagram and used a 
simple words which help me understand the pathway effectively. 

3) The teaching style is fun because the lecturer use another example that more easy to make me 
understand and during the lecture the lecturer insert some education information for the student 
which make the class less boring and fun to hear the tazkirah.  
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BASIC PHARMACOLOGY - NDD30102 – MAR 2019 
 

course feedback 

by nadhirah anwar - Tuesday, 5 March 2019, 2:31 PM 

 for the past 7 weeks, i have learned so many thing on pharmacology starting with pharmacokinetic 

until pharmacodynamic. Both pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic shows what the body does to 

drug and what drug does to body respectively. lecture notes are colourful and the highlighted words 

makes me focus more on it as i thought it may be the keyword. The notes also in the simplest word 

that makes me easy to understand.  Teaching style is fun because it was easy to understand and 

the way you describe the pathway helps me to remember better.  

Feedback 

by CAROLYN 098 - Tuesday, 5 March 2019, 2:30 PM 

 The 7 weeks was an eye-opening lecture for me - gaining basic knowledge about drug interaction 

with our body which I've never known before. We all eat medicine when we're ill - so having some 

basic information about drug consumption is quite actually useful. All the notes are clearly explained 

and easily understandable. I like the slides that are clear without any weird designs, big wordings 

and clear subtopics. Prof Lua is definitely one of the best lecturers I've met so far.  She explains 

things very well and is very knowledgeable about the lectures - making the lecture interesting. She 

gives relevant examples between what is taught in the lecture and the real world. I like the point that 

she returns our test papers and have discussion on our mistakes. We will never improve and keep 

repeating the same mistake if you don't know where your mistake is. I've learnt a lot in these 7 

weeks - not just about knowledge, but other things in life such as attitude and thinking. Thank you 

prof! 

Course feedback 

by Jia Jia Lim - Tuesday, 5 March 2019, 2:24 PM 

 1) Throughout the 7 weeks lecture, i think I've gained a lot of understanding about the basic theory of 

pharmacology. It is indeed an interesting subject which gave me a good exposure on how drugs work in 

our body and how our body react to them. 

2) I like how the notes are simple to understand and nicely organized. Pictures inserted are helpful for us 
to remember the content better.   

3) Overall, I think the teaching style of this subject suits me well. The delivery of message is clear and 
understandable. I still like how there is story to hear or a short motivational session in between the 
lectures. It makes the lecture session less boring and benefited us a lot in terms of giving us questions to 
ponder. Either about our view, attitude and the future. 

 COURSE FEEDBACK 

by NURHANIS AZMAN - Tuesday, 5 March 2019, 2:16 PM 

 For the past 7 weeks of learning with Prof. Lua I can said that I totally enjoy learning this subject. 

The lecture notes and teaching materials were very simple yet informative. This make us easier to 

learn and you don't mind to read it for several time. Her teaching style also satisfied me because 

Prof Lua very passionate to teach us and she really enjoy sharing her experience with us. Her clear 

voice really help us to understand more and the way her deliver it make it more easier for us to 

understand. Thank you Prof for teach us for this several weeks. I trully enjoy it.     
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BASIC PHARMACOLOGY - NDD30102 – MAR 2019 
 

Feedback 

by Thiveashiny Kaliappan - Tuesday, 5 March 2019, 2:06 PM 

  

For the past seven weeks, i learned many things on pharmacology.The classes on 
introduction, pharmacokinetics and pharmocodynamics were very helpful as it related with our daily 
life. The information on drugs and the effect of drugs on body and the body's effect on drugs were 
very informative. Next, the teaching notes and teaching materials were complete. All the important 
informations are stated accurately and the notes are organized. In teaching, the delivery of idea and 
information is very clear and on point. This kind of teaching style make me easy to understand the 
lecture very well.    

course feedback 

by Nadhira Mohd - Tuesday, 5 March 2019, 1:58 PM 

  

Based on 7 weeks of pharmacology lectures, I am very satisfied due to the lecturer is very 
knowledgeable in this course. The lectures are full of enjoyment and make me more interested to 
learn more about this course. Also, the lecture notes are very simple and helpful for me to study 
more about the subject. Plus, Prof Lua gave the lecture in simple explanation and examples that 
makes us to understand well. Thank you for the awesome class!  

Course Feedback 

by GABRIEL LAW - Tuesday, 5 March 2019, 1:56 PM 

 For these 7 weeks, I feel like i'm in primary school because Prof. give this vibe to me. Not in a 

bad way. I feel more motivated to study this subject for the test. The lecture notes is simple and 

easy to understand but till now there is still no lecture notes for topic 2. I wonder if Prof. forgot 

about this. As for the teaching style of Prof., I like it a lot which Prof. often relates to the 

examples that we can understand but not for too long until it turns storytelling. Prof. has shown 

her professionalism to us in the class and her discipline. I really respect that. To conclude, I 

enjoy being taught by Prof. and I hope that we will meet again. Thank you, Prof. 

 

 COURSE FEEDBACK 

by INTAN NUR HAZIRAH BINTI MOHD ANUAR - Tuesday, 5 March 2019, 1:55 PM 

  

As for this 7 weeks part of this course, all the lecture session were delivered and explained well. I 
enjoy learning basic pharmacology as the lecture notes and the teaching materials help me a lot to 
understand them better. The lecture notes are not too lengthy and the diagrams help me a lot to 
figure them. All the notes are using simple terms and easy to understand. For teaching style, I am 
very satisfied with the teaching style and all the class are managed well according the lesson plan. 
Overall, I love the way the lecturer deliver the lecture. 
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BASIC PHARMACOLOGY - NDD30102 – MAR 2019 
 

pharmacology feedback 

by Nurhazrina nt zahri Hazrina - Tuesday, 5 March 2019, 1:54 PM 

  

these 7 week lectured were structured and arranged very well that help to guide me in 
learning about basic pharmacology. all the lecture notes are simple and complete that 
help me in self studying better. furthermore, the notes are easy to understand. Prof Lua 
taught us very well and use simple explanation that aid us to understand every point in 
the note. Prof Lua high understanding in pharmacology was being delivered to us 
smoothly along with good class environment brought by Prof Lua.    

 COURSE FEEDBACK 

by Nur Izzati Yasmin - Tuesday, 5 March 2019, 1:45 PM 

  

On my behalf, throughout the 7 weeks learning this course, i find this course is quite interesting and 
fun to be learn with all those sorts of information about drugs. Next, the lecture notes and teaching 
materials provided for me is enough and quite satisfaction with not only the lecture during class but 
also the notes is uploaded in kelip so that i can do revision by referring to these. Besides, it also 
have a video to help me understand more and more about the topic that i have learn it in the class. 
Last but not least, the teaching style that being used by prof is not boring and attract my interest. 
The class management was perfect with on time class and no class cancel meanwhile the delivery 
and clarity during teaching was good as i can get it on time and voice was loud but only at some 
times the teaching is quite fast. 

the course feedback 

by NUR AINAA FATINI BUSTAMAN - Tuesday, 5 March 2019, 1:26 PM 

  

the lecturer and the content of the lecture note is well explained. i have gained a lot of information 
about the pharmacology. i also enjoy the lectures. the lecturer has a good of speaking and teaching 
skill that keep me interested to know more about the topics. the slide is simple,but yet well 
stimulated and easy to understand. 

FEEDBACK ON THIS COURSE 

by Siti Maisarah Mohd Noor - Tuesday, 5 March 2019, 1:18 PM 

  

From my perspective, throughout the 7 weeks of lectures, I am satisfied with the course schedule 
and information given as it is detailed. Plus, it helps me to plan my revision properly. In addition to 
this, the lecture notes and teaching material are very helpful for me to study as it helps me in finding 
any resources material to support my understanding. Beside, using the video, I can further 
understand the topic by looking at the illustration given. As for the teaching style, the delivery was 
very good as I can easily understand what was being taught in the class. Plus, the lecturer deliver it 
clearly with additional example to help me understand more. Overall, I enjoy this 7 weeks part of this 
courses. Thank you.   
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